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Notification of capital and business tie-up with FTX, a Crypto Currency Exchange
Bitcopy announces that it has received an investment from FTX and has started
a business alliance with FTX. Through this capital and business tie-up, Bitcopy
and FTX will build a strong relationship. Through this partnership, synergies
between the two parties can be expected, and we will contribute to the spread of
SNS trade in the cryptocurrency industry.
FTX operates a crypto currency derivatives exchange and achieves a rapid
growth with low fees and tight spreads, as well as its own product line-up. It ranks
sixth globally in trading volume.

Expected Synergy effect
With this partnership,Bitcopy will have excellent traders like those on
"Leaderboard” of FTX and we will be able to improve our service.
In addition, Bitcopy can also bring active customers through copy trade services.
In crypto currency exchanges where securing liquidity is important, Bitcopy can
be a tool to expand trading volume. In this way, it can be expected that this
partnership will have a great effect on accelerating both businesses. In the future,
we plan to carry out a collaboration campaign with FTX, and aim to expand our
market share in anticipation of a change in industry ranks.

Comment by Sam Bankman-Fried, CEO of FTX
Further expansion of customer base will be realized by investment and
partnership in Bitcopy. We welcome that the spread of SNS trade will increase
the liquidity of the entire cryptocurrency industry.

Comment by George.H, CEO of Bitcopy
Through investment and partnership from FTX, we expect to acquire excellent
traders and diverse users. By providing a platform that allows beginners to
automatically trade in the same way as professional traders, we will contribute to
the expansion of the volume of global cryptocurrency trade.

● About FTX
FTX is a cryptocurrency exchange built by traders for traders.
FTX offers innovative products such as the industry's first derivatives, options,
volatility products and leveraged tokens. We are committed to developing a
platform that is robust enough for professional traders and intuitive enough for
first-time users.

● About Bitcopy
Bitcopy offers a copy trade platform that copies the buying and selling of traders
selected by users into their own accounts. By gathering excellent traders, we aim
to spread SNS trade and improve the liquidity of crypto currency derivatives.
Users can also participate in it as traders, and traders can reap rewards according
to the trading amount of the following users. In addition, the affiliate function is
also installed, and rewards can be obtained according to the transaction amount
of the introduced user.
Official website :
*Please contact

https://bit-copy.com/
https://bit-copy.com/contact for more information

